
Hurley U/15 135-5 beat Wargrave U/15 108-4 by 27 Runs 

In arctic conditions, Hurley put the disappointment of their cup exit firmly behind them, by kick 
starting their league campaign with a comfortable victory over a game Wargrave. 
 
Having been inserted into bat, Green (8) and Dawkins (25) got Hurley off to a lightening start on 
another stodgy wicket following a deluge of rain the previous night. Quick singles were matched 
with brute force before Green's timbers were rattled. 
 
With the male dominated Hurley supporters wrapped up as if climbing Everest the next morning, 
Dawkins got the blood circulating with two maximums, before falling trying to repeat the trick. 
 
Skelton (7) made an all too brief cameo before top-edging a leg side clip, and despite some early 
uncertainties, Graham warmed to his innings with some powerful clubs and biffs to all quarters of 
Shepherd's Lane. Able support came from Bussell (15*) and Calliss (7*), as Graham earned a well 
deserved retirement with a score of 50. 
 
Good momentum throughout and a fearful total of 135. 
 
In response Wargrave, settled into their innings as if playing a five day test match, with Dawkins 
giving little away (4 overs for 8 runs), and the Herculean Graham (1-8 off 3 overs) bowling gun barrel 
straight, and earning the first of Hurley's two LBW decisions to restrict Wargrave to 11 off the first 6 
overs. The second of these LBWs fell to Bussell. 
 
At a point of no return, with extras being the top score the wonderfully named De Carvalho entered 
the fray with a stand and deliver approach, connecting with some brutal slaps both towards and 
over the boundary, to retire on 52* off just 35 balls. Despite a few nerves, Hurley remained in the 
box seat thanks to tidy bowling from Green (1-4 off 3) and Cooper (1-7), grunting like Maria 
Sharapova with his focused efforts. 
 
With darkness descending, and with Lorraine Skelton's cake selection running low Hurley were able 
to close out the game with ease.  
 
 


